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.DlVESfl GAT! ON OF METHOPS FOR THE

IMPACT TESTING OF CRAINS
PrOg:r~S8

Report Noo 1

Subm1 tted to the American Chain and Cable CompanY'

131 E.Ho :sareiss, W.J Eney and FoP. Beer
0

. J anua17 22, 1952

I.

INTRODUCTION
,

.

1he AmericSZl Chain and Cable CompanY' has asked the institute of Research to develop a suitable method tor the impact testing
of eha1ns.

This work
was placed in the hands of Dr. Erwin
.
. Ho Bareiss,

who has now completed a preliminary studY' of the problem under the
direction of Professor F. P. Beer, and in consultation with Professor

w.

J. Eney.
Mr. Ii. J. Coffey. Chief Engineer • .Lmer1can Chain and cable

CompanY', had suggested the following device for the impact testing
of chains.

A given load would be dropped from a certain

catch the lOWer end of a chain hang1ng vertically.
of drop should be chosen large
tain to fail under the impact.

eno~

so that the

he1~t

and

lJ.he load and
cha1~

hei~t

"ould be cer-

'lhe resistance offered by the chain

to the impact could be measured in ei ther of two ways:

One suggested

procedure called for hanging the cba1n from ~ support resting on a
ball and plate similar to the ones used in Brinell' s
(Fig. la).

h~dneBs t~Bt

The size of the indentation was supposed to give a measure

of the resistance of the cb,ain, the reasoning being that the larger
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the indentation, the bigger the resistance of the cl}a1n.

An

alter-

nate method was based on measuring the remaining klneti c energy of
the load after it has broken the chain, by letting it hit a ball
and plate arrangement placed under the chain (Fig. lb).
smaller the indentation, the bigger the

re8is~ce

Here, the

of the Chain.

jo 0
FIG. la,
SUGGr.ST~D

If' the first arrangement is selected, the cor'relation between size of indentation and strength of chain is very complex.
~e

propagation of

be considered.

ela~tlcand

plastic waves alOftg the chain must

Moreover. the time needed. to break the chain, which

is no crt terton for the strength of the chain, Will affect the size·
of indentation:

A pla.stic chain m1e)1t elongate and exert a pressure

.

on the ball for a larger time than would an elastic cha1n failing
under the same lo8.d and height of' drop.

I t therefore does not seem,

,
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advisable to engage at this time in the very-length,. anal,.si8 that
the solution of this problem would require.
If the second arrangement is used, with the Brinell ball
and plate loCated beneath the chain (Fig. lb), or some variation
thereof, involving a pendulum machine similar to the one used in
the Sharp,. test (Fig. 2&). the size of indentation maY' easii,. be
cor"related wi th· the remaining kinetic ener§ of the lo.ad after impact and therefore wi th the energy spent to break the ohain.

111i8

method. of measuring the resistance of a chain to impact will not essential17 differ from other methods based on the measurement of the
same energy.·

The main problem here is thus to determine whether or

not the measurement of the energy needed to break a chain proVides
an adequate measure of the resistance of the chain to impact loading.

~.

b,
~16.

•

2,

M~A5UQ[M[NT

Of

I="RACTUR~ ~NER6Y,

C!l.e such method had been used wi th little success by the .A.CC. The
energr remaining after impact was determined by measuring the angle
thr~ which the pendulum swings after breaking the chain (Fig. 2b).
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II. . ENERGY SPENT IN :BREA.XING A. OHUB

In View of

the above,

Dr. :Bareiss foundi t advhable to

begin his investigation 'by a thoroU&b study of the enera absorbed
'by a cha1n under various conditions.

His findings, together with

a complete bibliography', will appear in the Final Report to be subm1 tted. at the close of the contract.

We shall only, at this time,

outline the more signiticant points covered.
Let us first consider the influence of impact on the stressetrain properties ot a uaterial.

~e

a chain whiob. is progressively

I

and very slowly loaded in a testing machine.

Plotting 'each load. aga1nst

the corresponding elongation Will yield a sta.tio force=elouet1OP curye
whiah is

characteri~tic

tor the given chain. -If the same oha1n had

been suddenly loaded as a resu1. t of the impact, the curve obtained
by plotting the force exerted on the cha1n at any instant during the
impact against the corresponding elongation would have been quite ditterent trom the static force-elongation ourve.

Sta.tio and d1nam1o

force-elongation curves corresponding to rods made of various kinds
of steel are shown in Fig. 3.

DYNAMIC

I
N2 1015

i

!i
I

.I!LONOATION

£1.0fll(j,ATION

.

roRC[-[lONCiATION DIAGQAMS rOR VARIOU~ K'NOS OF'

1l'1 PACT VELOCITY

=

1\.2.!=T. PER

cLoN(iATIOIi

STr;:~L

-5-
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'!he

force corresponding to a g1 ven el ongatl on during 1~

pact loading is thus seen to be different from the force which would
have caused. the same elongation under statio condi tlonso

Moreover,

the shape of the d.ynamio foree-elongation curve depends upon the
veloe1 ty of impaoto
.impact veloe! tieso

Different curves would be obtained for different
'lhe static foroe-elongation curve may be oons1dered

itself as a 11ml tlng ea8e when the lmpact veloe1 ty approaches zeroo
The energy absorbed by the chain when 1 t 18 broken by impact
loading, or "fracture energy", 18 represented by the area under the
dynamio foree-elongation ouneo

In view of what bas just been stated,

it will thus depend upon the velool ty of lmpacto
This fracture energy also depends upon the temperature of
the specimeno

The diagram on Figo 4 shows that for low-carbon steel

a variation in temperature II1aY' greatly influence the fraoture energy
in ease of' dynamio loading o

I='RACTU~£

WORK

TEMP&RATURE

r:J6.4.

IN~LU~NCE

TEST

J:"OR

0.17

or
%

T[MPERATURE ON IMPACT AND STATIC
C.-5T~tL [AND NOT04EOJ
~P~C1MEN

c
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Impaot velooi t7 and temperature are not the on17 factors
on which the fraoture energy depends.
are:

Other important parameters

mass of the load being dropped, length of chain, shape azld

size of its links, composition and structure 'of the metal, rigidit7
of 'the supports•

.ill thi s
g1 Ten

m88Z1S

that if t"o cha1n s A and B are test ed under

condi t1 ons of impact veloc1 t7, temperatve, 1cad mass, length

of chain, etc., and if the fracture enerD of chain A 18 found to
be larger than that of chainB, the. onl,. conclusion we may draw 18
that ohain A is stronger than chain B under the given condl tions.

I I I.

STRpTGTH OF A CRAIN

We have just disous.eel the· "fracture energyU or area under
the dynamic force-elongatlon curve, and we saw how its value may vary
with a number of parameter..

Before any attempt is made at pining

better knowledge of the fra.cture energy. however, we should make sure
that this energy is an adequate measure of the strength ot the obain.

-7-
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We must at this point state more elearly what we expeet
from the chaino

If, we wish the eha1n to withstand only one bl09 0

the area under the foro&-el on..t1 on curve eor'responding to the 1mpaet veloeity under eonsideration provides an
the strength of the ehain (Fig. 5&)0
fied, however I

adequate,meas~e of

This statement must be qual1-

Indeed, if the impaet 18 eausoo by a load dropped

vert1eally, a smaller energy of impaet may break the ehain lf the
. weight of ~he load is large,r than the straight line segment ~
bounding the area representing the energy of impaet (Figo 5b)

0

.

Thi8

need not be eonsldered however if the 1mpa.et 1s caused
.restriction
,
by a pendulum 0

~'LURE.

A

EI.ON()AT/()N

'ELONGATION

a.

m.s,

0,

£NfR(jY RlGUIR£D TO 8RfAK CJ..IAlN IN ONE

BLOW,

If the chain 18 to withstand an arbi trary number of blows,
the area under the -foree-elongation eurve does not represent an .adequate measure of the strength of the cha1no

...•

I

SUppose, for instance,_

/
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that a first blow is administered, causing a maximum elongation Jrm
The energy involved in thi s impaot fs represen ted by

, (Fig. 6a).

If Xm 18 larger than the elonption 'Xs correspond-

the shaded area.

ing to the elastic lim t, there will be a permanent set.
w111 retain an, elongation Xp.

The chain

If another blow is dealt, the 'amount

of energy the chain may absorb without break1ng is reduced approxi'mately to the area under the curve shown in Fig. 6b.

01 early, if

the blows are repeated several times, the chain Will break, proVided,
, of course, that each blow brings the chain past its elastic 11mit.

FAILlJRE

Xp

a.
PO/(j,6,

b.,

E/..O/llCiATION Xf

, SRlAK/N(j A CJ.lAIN TtlROU(}1I REPEATeD BLOWS.

If none of the blows brings the chain past the elastic
11mi t, l.e. if the impaot energy 1s never larger than the area bounded
by the ourve

and

the 'Verti cal of absoissa Xe (shaded area on Fig. 7),

the ohain Will not break.

Vie

t~U8 seet~1;<~
:'~~.>ilI~.~

I,

;

f

. . ,'

~ea.

wh1ch we shall
.

-9-
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refer to as the 'elastic energy", and not the total area under the
curve, is a measure of. the strength of the oha1n ,in case of r.epeated
blows.

Fe

rA/WRE'

E/.ON6ATION

ELAS TIC E.NERGY

IV.

CONCLUSION .AND SUGG.lilSTI ONS

We understand that the ACe is primarily interested in pro..
d.ucing chains which will maintain their characteristics after a large
number of repeated iDrp&ct loadings.

The cri terian of chain strength

that we should use is therefore the "elastic energy" that we have
just.defined.
But the impact test described in Section 1 of this report
gives a measure' of the total area under the for.ce-el on gati on curve,
includ,ing the' plastio energy.

True, there will be

n ttle

difference

between elastic and total energies for 8ssantially non-plastic chains
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suob as the alloY' chains developed by the AOe.

But for low-carbon

chains there would be a large difference between the elastic energy
\

(measure of the resistance of the ch41n to repeated loadings) and
the total area under the force-elongation curve (measure of the resi stance to a single loading).

Now, one of the chief purposes of .

an impact testing program is to

compar~

alloy and by low-carbon chains.

the resistance offered by

ihe testing method considered orig-

inallY1rould place the alloy chains in a very unfavorable light and
woUld fail entirely to show their superiority to low-carbon chains
as far as resistance to repeated loadings is concerned.

It is there-

fore our opinion that development of a testing program alon'g

th~

lines orig1nallY8uggested should not. be considered at the present
time •.
,

.

We propose instead that the ·d.Jnam1c force-elongation curves
of various types of chains be investigated under variable cond1 tiona
of temperature, impact veloc! ty, length of specimen, and mass of the
load which hi ts the chain.

Once these curves have been obtained.

the "elastio energy" could be m.sured and the resistance of the chain
to repeated loadings could be evaluated under the various cond1 tiona
considered.
Such data would be most valuable in designing or selecting
chains for variOUs. uses.

Indeed, as we saw in Section 2, the d1J18Jl1ic

. force-elongation curve arid therefore the elastic energy depend upon

-ll~
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the temperature.

A chain whiah would be optimum for a certain use

in warm climate mi~t thus be shown t'o be unsatisfactory for use
in arctic weather.

Also the veloci ty of impact influences the d7namic

force-elongation curve and the resistance of the chain to repeated
loadings.

Vie might therefore find that different types of chains

are bes 10 sui ted for differen t functi ons.

.A. chain may, for ins tanoe,

be subjected to impacts.with such low velocity that a statio design
may be found quite satisfa.ctory, while another chain, wh1ch has
to resist high velooi ty

impa.~ts.

should be of a different type.

In

short. a thorough analysis of dynamio force-elongation curves would
enable the chain manufacturer to deoide what t7P8 of chain is beet
for any specifio job.
1he program of investigation Just suggested would involve
high 'speed measurements of strains and stresSes.

be a long-duration program.

It would therefore

A more lim1 ted program might first be

.

carried out, for the speoi fi 0 purpose' of comparing alloy chains with
low-carbon chains.

High speed measurements of strain and stress would

be made for a few Chain specimens - alloy and low-carbon - of same
length. subjected to impacts of. say, three

~ifferent

veloci t1es..

The temperature would be room temperature.' From these measurements,
a force-elongati on curve could be drawn for each spec1men and each
impact velocity.

The elastic energy and the plastic energy would

be measured in each case. yielding information on the resistance of

-la-
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..

each chain respeot!vel,. to repeated impaot loadings and to a eingle
i mpaot loading.
The superiority of alloy chains to low-carbon chains would
thus be eVidenced. particularly a.s far as repeated. loadings are concerned.

These resa! ts would

could. however. be

'b7 themeelves be· very convincingo TheT

compleme~ted in

the following wa,.:

I

Two chain speci-

mens. one 80110,.. the other low-carbon, would be sl1bjected ~o repeated
impaot loadings Wi th a velocl ty corresponding to one of the impact
veloci ties investigated. and With a load determined in euch a w&7
that th:e impact energr would be SIIialler than the elastic 8D.erll:7
the alloy chain. but larger than that of the low-carbon cham.

at

Records .

. " of the tests would show that the low-carbon chain tailed after. sa,.,

,

.

4 blows. while the alIa,. chain had remained intact after 50 bloWs 0

_

I t is hoped that a meeting may soon be arranged Wi th the

Ace

staff to discuss the proposed modifications to the research program.

